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1 Introduction

The aim of this paper is to suggest a way of char-
acterising the syntactic structure of a sentence as a
description or trace of a sensorimotor process. My
starting point is the idea (see also Hurford, to ap-
pear; Jackendoff, 2002) that the logical form of a
sentence should be thought of not as a direct repre-
sentation of the world, but rather as an evocation of
a cognitive process which interfaces with the world
via various perceptual and motor mechanisms. I will
argue, departing from Hurford and Jackendoff, that
the structure of this evoked cognitive process has ex-
tensive reflexes in the syntax of sentences as well as
in their semantics. My specific proposal is that syn-
tactic representations can be seen as reflecting op-
erations in a model of sensorimotor control. This
focus on motor representations is similar to that of
Rizzolatti and Arbib (1998). However, the sensori-
motor model I present is different from theirs in a
number of respects. And I want to describe how this
model relates to syntactic structures at a greater level
of detail, making reference to some well-established
and well-motivated syntactic representations.

2 Sensorimotor model

The sensorimotor model I propose (see Figure 1) is a
representation of the cognitive processes involved in
executing a simple transitive action, such as reach-
ing for a target object with the hand. My main aim
is to link together some recent models of these pro-
cesses. Figure 1 has three parts; each part features a
computational model adapted from the current liter-
ature in psychology and neuroscience.

Part 1 is a model of visual attention and its rela-
tionship to visual object categorisation. It provides a
very broad-brush picture of visual processing in the
dorsal and ventral visual pathways. In the first stage
(arc 1), information from the retina is converted into
a set of retinotopic feature maps, with units in each
map coding for the presence of simple visual fea-
tures such as lines of particular orientations and spa-
tial frequencies. These maps are used in two dif-
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Figure 1: Sensorimotor circuit diagram. (Functions
are in round boxes; data are in square boxes.)

ferent ways. In the dorsal stream (arc 2) they are
used to construct (in parallel) a map of the most
salient visual stimuli on the retina, essentially by
summing information about the degree of local con-
trast at each point in the retina in each feature map
(see e.g. Itti and Koch, 2001). This retinal saliency
map is the input (via arc 3) to a ‘winner-take-all’
network which identifies the most salient point on
the retina (see again Itti and Koch). Information in
the retinal feature maps also serves as input (via arc
4) to the ventral stream, whose function is to deter-
mine the categories of objects present on the retina.
Classification is assumed to occur through progres-
sively more complex combinations of simple visual
features, by units which have progressively wider
receptive fields (see e.g. Le Cun and Bengio, 1995;
Riesenhuber and Poggio, 1999). Importantly, while
this classification system receives input in parallel
from across the retina via arc 4, this input is gated
by the most salient retinal position (arc 5). Mozer
and Sitton (1996) have a computational model of
this gating relationship, and there is considerable ev-
idence for the gating relationship in neuroscience;
see e.g. Moran and Desimone (1985).
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Part 2 is a model of the creation of a saliency map
using a coordinate system centred on the agent who
is observing the world (more accurately, on the torso
of this agent). This representation is just like the
retinal saliency map, except that it is stable over the
observer’s eye and head movements. The function
which creates this representation (f1) takes as in-
put the retinal saliency map, and a model of the ob-
server’s (torso-centred) gaze direction. (See Treis-
man, 1998 for arguments for the existence of this
representation.) This map is also the input to an
attentional function (f4, via arc 6), this time to se-
lect a target object in the agent’s perispace. f4 also
takes as input the agent’s current motor state, to de-
liver the kind of ‘action-centred’ representations de-
scribed by Tipper et al., 1992; 1998, in which ob-
jects compete in virtue of their closeness to the start-
ing position of the hand which will reach for them.
Finally, the selected target position is converted back
into retina-centred coordinates (via f3, arc 7), and
the retina-centred version acts as another gate on the
input to the object classification system (arc 8). The
gating scheme allows input from the retina either at
the position of the most salient retinal stimulus, or at
the position of the target object. This second gating
mechanism provides a way of modelling the finding
of Deubel et al. (1998) that visual object identifica-
tion is speeded if the object to be identified is also
the target of a reaching action.

Another possibility is that the observer can pro-
duce an agent-centred saliency map centred not on
his own body, but on that of an observed agent. If
the observer is watching this agent, then presum-
ably the position of the agent emerges as the most
salient retinal position, and the object recognition
system will produce a template associated with the
observed agent. We can then envisage a function
(f2) which delivers a saliency map centred on this
agent using as input the most salient retinal posi-
tion, the full retinal saliency map, and a viewpoint-
specific object template to provide the current ori-
entation of the agent. Again there is considerable
evidence for this idea; see e.g. Perrett et al. (1989);
Jellema et al. (2000) for compelling evidence both
of viewpoint-specific perceptual representations of
animate agents and of frames of reference centred
on observed agents.

Part 3 is a model of the motor controller proper.
I draw mainly on the MOSAIC model of Wolpert
and Kawato (1998; Haruno et al., 2001) here. A
controller function takes two inputs (a goal motor
state and a current motor state) and generates a mo-
tor signal (ideally, one which causes the current mo-
tor state to become closer to the goal state at the fol-

lowing moment in time). In the present case, the
goal input is the agent-centred target position (de-
livered via arc 9), and the current motor state is the
agent-centred position of the agent’s arm (delivered
by an observer function, via arc 10). This func-
tion takes as input proprioceptive information about
current arm position (arc 11), but also information
derived from an internal forward model of arm po-
sition and velocity (arc 12). This internal model is
kept updated by efferent copies of motor signals
(see e.g. Wolpert et al., 1995). The motor signal
output by the controller is passed to the motor sys-
tem, naturally (arc 13) and an action ensues. How-
ever, it is also passed to a forward model of the mo-
tor system (arc 14), which predicts what the next
arm state will be, given the current motor signal
and the current arm state. Forward models in fact
have two roles in MOSAIC. A final important fea-
ture of the system is that it actually uses a set of
controller-forward model pairs, rather than the sin-
gle pair shown in Figure 1. An agent needs different
controller functions in different circumstances, even
for a given current state/goal position pair. For one
thing, different controllers are required to execute
different motor programmes (e.g. touch vs push) in
relation to a target position. In addition, the hand
to be moved to the target might already be carrying
an object, considerably changing the arm’s inertial
properties. The solution in MOSAIC is to develop a
set of modules for controlling action, each consist-
ing of a controller/forward-model pair tailored to a
particular circumstance. At any time, the modules
which are used are those most suited to the current
circumstances. Suitability is decided by computing
the prediction error of each module—the differ-
ence between the current motor state and the mod-
ule’s prediction about the state made at the previous
time point. The modules with the lowest prediction
errors are activated for the next iteration. The influ-
ence of prediction error (which is computed within
the observer) on module activations while an action
is under way is reflected in arc 15.1

3 Syntactic structure

My aim is now to relate the above sensorimotor
model to syntactic representations. I will assume a

1This description of MOSAIC assumes the agent is the the ob-
server. But there is good evidence that the mechanism by which
we recognise actions in others uses the same representations that
are used to control our own actions (see e.g. Rizzolatti et al.,
2000; Knoblich and Flach, 2001), and I am currently exploring
the idea that the MOSAIC model can be extended to function as
a mechanism for ‘biological motion recognition’.
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fairly standard version of GB/Minimalism, in which
the syntactic structure of a transitive clause ap-
pears as in Figure 2 (the terms in bold face are
syntactic constituents). The analysis I am assum-
ing incorporates two ideas associated with Minimal-
ism: the VP-internal subject hypothesis of Koopman
and Sportiche (1991), and the AgroP hypothesis of
Pollock (1989). In a Minimalist analysis, subject
and object DPs are generated within VP, and raise
to [Spec,TP] and [Spec,AgroP] respectively to get
case. V originates within VP, and (in finite sen-
tences) raises successively to Agro and T.
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Figure 2: Syntactic structure of a transitive clause,
with the proposed sensorimotor interpretation

As can be seen from Figure 2, my main sugges-
tion is that syntactic constituents can be associated
with sensorimotor representations or sensorimotor
functions. Given my starting assumption that the
logical form of a sentence is a cognitive process
rather than a representation of the world, it seems
appropriate to use the semantic term denotation to
express this association. Specifically, I propose that
a syntactic constituent denotes an episode of activity
within a sensorimotor representation or function of
the kind that appear in Figure 1.

In a conventional Tarskian/Montagovian compo-
sitional semantics, the denotation of a sentence is
a function of the denotations of the lexical items it
contains. Syntax specifies the order in which these
atomic denotations are to be combined together,
with the denotation of each nonterminal node in the
tree being built from the denotations of its daughter
nodes. Clearly if denotations are episodes of sen-
sorimotor processing, different notions of semantic
composition and hierarchical constituent structure
must be supplied. There does indeed seem to be
room for alternatives. Note that there is no reason
why the notion of compositionality should imply
that information from lower consituents is ‘passed
up’ towards the root node of a sentence, where it is
all gathered in one place. In fact, this localist as-

sumption seems quite out of place if the aim is to
ground meaning in psychological processes. A sys-
tem whose visible behaviour occurs as a result of in-
teractions between several partly-autonomous mod-
ules can also be understood as compositional in ex-
actly the sense we need for language, without any
assumption of locality.

Nonetheless, hierarchical syntactic structure
clearly plays a critical role in specifying how com-
plex meanings are built from from simpler ones,
whether we understand these meanings as localised
or not. We still need to find a sensorimotor inter-
pretation for hierarchical syntactic structure which
explains why this is so. My proposal, which again
should already be visible in Figure 2, is that compo-
sition is grounded in a notion of links or couplings
between sensorimotor processes. The basic idea is
that nodes which are close together in the syntactic
structure denote representations which directly in-
fluence one another. Accordingly, the sensorimotor
denotations of syntactic nodes in the in Figure 2 are
arranged so that the resulting diagram is a strict sub-
graph of the circuit diagram in Figure 1.

Naturally, evidence is needed (and lots of it) that
the mapping between a GB-style syntactic struc-
ture and a sensorimotor wiring diagram is not just
a topological coincidence—especially given how
much room for manoeuvre there is in the indepen-
dent specification of the syntactic and sensorimotor
models which are being brought together. In the pa-
per for which this is the abstract, I will provide sen-
sorimotor interpretations for several other syntactic
constructs, which are consistent with the sensorimo-
tor conception of constituency just outlined. These
are summarised below.

Firstly, I will give a characterisation of the no-
tion of hierarchical position in a syntax tree in terms
of the order in which representations become ac-
tive during a sensorimotor action, with hierarchi-
cally high constituents becoming active before hi-
erarchically lower ones. On the basis of this, I will
give a structural account of the distinction between
subject ([Spec,TP]) and object ([Spec,AgroP]) posi-
tions.

Secondly, I will characterise the phenomenon
of DP-movement in relation to the sensorimotor
model. The idea is basically that the syntactic posi-
tions in an A-chain (the ones connected by the dot-
ted lines in Figure 2) denote the same sensorimotor
process, and that the appearance of this representa-
tion at two points in the syntactic structure is due to
the process having an influence in two distinct sen-
sorimotor circuits.

Finally, I will look in some detail at the sensori-
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motor characterisation of the Agro node. The orig-
inal motivation for Agro (Pollock, 1989) emerges
from a discussion of the factors affecting verb move-
ment to Infl. The basic phenomenon is that verb
movement out of VP occurs more readily in non-
finite sentences, and with the verbs have and be. I
will suggest that movement of V to Agro (the dashed
line in Figure 2) reflects the linkage between the ob-
server function and the set of active MOSAIC mod-
ules via which motor learning occurs. I will argue
that motor learning occurs in finite sentences and
not in nonfinite ones; and also that sentences using
be and have do not involve the MOSAIC controller
at all, which explains the additional freedom these
verbs have in nonfinite sentences.
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